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Respondents
This consultation response is on behalf of Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) and SPECTRUM.

SPECTRUM is a public health research consortium of academics from 10 UK universities and partner organisations funded by the UK Prevention Research Partnership.

ASH is a public health charity set up by the Royal College of Physicians in 1971 to advocate for evidence-based policy measures to reduce the harm caused by tobacco. ASH receives funding for its full programme of work from the British Heart Foundation and Cancer Research UK.

Neither ASH nor SPECTRUM have any direct or indirect links to, or receive funding from, the tobacco industry, except for nominal shareholdings in Imperial Brands and BAT for research purposes.

Scope of our response
The consultation document states that: “The scope of this consultation concerns TRPR and SPoT only and provides an opportunity to provide feedback on the effectiveness of the legislation in achieving its objectives along with any unintended consequences that may have occurred.”

And that “Great Britain no longer has to comply with the EU’s Tobacco Products Directive and there is opportunity to consider, in the future, further regulatory changes that help people quit smoking and address the harms from tobacco. Any changes to do so will be based on robust evidence and in the interests of public health. This review may help to consider some of the potential changes to be considered.”

Therefore our response covers both the effectiveness of the current regulations and proposals for how they can be strengthened. Our answers strongly support the regulations, while illustrating loopholes and how they can be fixed. This is essential if the increased rate of decline in smoking rates needed to deliver the Government’s Smokefree 2030 ambition is to be achieved. The Smokefree 2030 ambition is supported by 74% of the population, and is backed up by high levels of support for a wide range of government action. (Yougov 2020)

Health text and picture warnings across tobacco products

Question 1: How far do you agree or disagree that the introduction of rotating combined (photo and text) health warnings on cigarette and hand rolling tobacco has encouraged smokers to quit?

Strongly agree
There is evidence that rotating combined (photo and text) health warnings on cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco encourage smokers to quit and deter young people from smoking. However, as this policy was introduced at the same time as a range of measures it is difficult to distinguish the specific impact of this measure. And to deliver the enhanced decline in smoking rates needed to achieve the Government’s Smokefree 2030 ambition we now need to go further.

Since Brexit implementation date on 1 January, GB is using the Australian warnings, but not at the Australian size. (DHSC 2021) Using the Australian warnings was a good interim step, however, the limited number of warnings means they are not currently being rotated, as was the case previously. Rotation is essential to maximise the impact on smokers. (Noar et al)

There are also additional subject areas for warnings which extend beyond physical health which could be included. Evidence on the relationship between mental health and smoking is increasing and health warnings which explain that mental health could improve on stopping smoking should be considered. (Brose et al 2020; Taylor et al 2021). The cost of smoking is also an important motivator, with nine out of ten smokers in England who made a quit attempt saying price was a reason for making the attempt. (ITC project 2018)

Recommendations:
1. The regulations should be amended to increase the size of the Graphic Health Warnings to 75% on the front and 90% on the back in line with Australian regulations.
2. The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) should develop its own suite of 3 sets of 14 warnings which can be rotated in line with best practice.
3. The new images and warnings need to be developed and consumer tested on adults and teenagers before being adopted and implemented.

Question 2: How far do you agree or disagree that the introduction of rotating combined (photo and text) health warnings on cigarette and hand rolling tobacco has deterred young people from smoking?

Strongly agree
As per answer to Q1 above.

Question 3: Should all tobacco products have a combined (photo and text) health warning on their packaging?

Strongly agree
To help deliver the enhanced decline in smoking rates needed to achieve the Government’s Smokefree 2030 ambition we now need to go further and include combined warnings on all products, including herbal cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products.

Recommendations:
4. All tobacco products, and herbal cigarettes on sale in the UK, should have a combined photo and text health warning and plain, standardised packaging, as all these products cause serious harm and death to consumers.
5. Accessories which are used for smoking, including packages of rolling papers, and filters, should be regulated in the same way as tobacco products, prohibiting advertising and requiring a combined photo and text health warning and plain, standardised packaging.

Prohibition in characterising flavours, such as menthol in cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco (HRT)

Question 4: How far do you agree or disagree that the prohibition of characterising flavours has helped smokers quit smoking?

Disagree
The ban on flavours was introduced because there is good evidence that flavours, particularly menthol, the most widely used flavour in the UK, make it easier to start smoking and harder to quit. (ASH 2020) In principle therefore this policy will have contributed to reductions in uptake and increase in quitting.

However, data from UCL’s Smoking Toolkit Study, a representative survey of current smokers (18+) in England found that a substantial proportion (just under a fifth) of current smokers in England reported menthol cigarette smoking between July-January 2020/2021. There was no decline in this proportion across the period, suggesting that smokers of menthol cigarettes mitigated the impact of the ban by a variety of means, such as with legal menthol accessories. current smokers (18+) in England.

Limiting the prohibition to ‘characterising flavours’ has made it easy to circumvent and complex to oversee. (Krüsemann et al 2018) The purpose of flavourings is to make cigarettes more appealing and easier to smoke, whether they are ‘characterising’ or not is irrelevant, as well as setting a standard which is difficult to measure. The ban was also possible to undermine in that it was restricted to cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco. Tobacco companies have used these loopholes in the regulations to introduce menthol cigarillos and accessories designed to add a menthol flavour. (Hiscock, Silver et al 2020, Evans-Reeves et al 2021)

Recommendations:

6. The ban on flavours should be extended to:
   a) all smoked products, in particular cigarillos which are designed to be a cigarette substitute; and
   b) smoking accessories such as filters and cards which have been designed to enable smokers to add flavour to their cigarettes.

7. All flavourings should be prohibited as additives, not just ‘characterising’ flavours to prevent the industry from using the lack of precision in this definition to circumvent the flavour ban.

For examples see:
Imperial Tobacco supports menthol smokers with New Crush launch | Talking Retail
Question 5: How far do you agree or disagree that the prohibition of characterising flavours has deterred young people from taking up smoking?

As per answer to Q4 above.

Regulate electronic cigarettes and associated refill cartridges (notification of placing on the market, adverse event monitoring, product requirements, information)

Question 6: How far do you agree or disagree that the current regulations on e-cigarettes have been proportionate in protecting young people from taking up use of these products?

Agree

The overall trend in tobacco use over time in both adults and children has been downwards from 2010 onwards when e-cigarette use became widespread among adult smokers and ex-smokers:

- Regular smoking (at least one cigarette a week) among children 11-15 years old in England was: 5.0% in 2010; 3.1% in 2014; and 2.1% in 2018, the most recent year for which there are data. (NHS Digital SDD 2018)
- The most recent available data on smoking prevalence among 16 and 17 year olds in England are from the Smoking Toolkit Study, carried out since 2006, which shows that smoking prevalence fell by 5.1 percentage points between 2015 and 2019, from 13.8% to 8.7%. (Beard et al under review)
- Smoking prevalence among all adults 18 and over in the UK was 20.1% in 2010, falling to 14.1% in 2019. The most rapid rate of decline since 2010 has been among 18-24 year olds, falling from 25.8% in 2010 to 16.0% in 2019. (Office for National Statistics, Adult Smoking Habits 2019)

Prevalence of vaping among youth has increased over time to 5% among 11-18-year olds in England in March 2020; another survey reports 8% vaping among 16-19-year-olds in England in 2019. However, the vast majority of young people have never tried vaping (83%) and this has remained stable since 2017. Also, very few (0.8% to 1.3%) who have never smoked are vaping and the most commonly, those who had ever tried vaping had tried smoking first. (McNeill et al 2021)

At the same time, misperceptions of the relative harm of vaping compared with smoking are increasing and in 2020, only 43% of 11-18-year olds were aware that vaping is less harmful than smoking, increasing the risk of use of a more harmful product. (McNeill et al 2021)

Concerns have been raised, particularly in the US, around the role of flavours in attracting youth to e-cigarette use. However, there is no evidence that flavours have been particularly influential in attracting youth in GB to vape, with the most frequent reason cited ‘Just to give it a try’ (49.8%). ‘I like the flavours’ was only cited by 13.4%, and this was a less common answer among never smokers (6.4%). (ASH 2021)
On the other hand, a recent observational study indicated that vapers who used sweet flavoured e-cigarettes were more likely to transition away from cigarette smoking and quit cigarette use at least in the short term compared to those who used tobacco or unflavoured nicotine vaping products (Li et al, 2021). This study suggests that policies to restrict sweet favours to protect youth may negatively effect adult smokers wishing to quit.

ASH together with King’s College London and the academics at the University of Waterloo is carrying out research into the impact of packaging design on the appeal of products to youth and to adults. The results of this research will not be available before the close of the consultation, but will be available shortly and should be used to inform any decisions the government makes on whether regulations could be revised in a way that is proportionate to better protect young people.

Recommendation:

8. The DHSC should review whether e-cigarette packaging requirements could be introduced to reduce the attractiveness of e-cigarettes to youth while not undermining their appeal to adult smokers.

Question 7: How far do you agree or disagree that the current regulations have ensured that e-cigarettes are available for those smokers who wish to switch to these products?

Agree

We agree that the current regulations have ensured e-cigarettes are available as consumer products on general sale in retail outlets and online for smokers who wish to switch to these products.

Most adult vapers use refillable products (‘tanks, or ‘open’ types). A recent study found that people who were using such models were over five times more likely to achieve abstinence from tobacco smoking compared to those using no quitting aids. People who used a disposable or cartridge e-cigarette daily were three times more likely to quit for one month, compared to those using no help. Daily use of e-cigarettes was also more effective for quitting than other evidence-based methods of quitting showing the importance of ensuring e-cigarettes are available to smokers. (McDermott et al, 2021). In our view it is important that a range of e-cigarette models remain on the market, and the recommendation to the WHO Executive Board that ‘open systems’ should be banned is not supported by the evidence. (WHO 2020)

Lastly, COVID-19 restrictions which forced the closure of vape shops during lockdowns limited access for those wanting to buy e-cigarettes, compared to the unrestricted access to much more harmful combustible tobacco products. Combustible tobacco cigarettes remain the most used nicotine products, and are available everywhere through supermarkets, off-licences and small shops which remained open throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. These outlets sell only a limited range of vaping products, which do not include the most effective tank system e-cigarettes, which are also cheaper to use and are used by three quarters of current vapers. Furthermore, because e-cigarettes are not considered essential products, production and distribution online was also threatened as this work was not considered essential either.

Recommendations:
9. ‘Open system’ e-cigarettes should not be prohibited as this would remove from the market the type of e-cigarettes most widely used by vapers, and most effective in helping smokers switch.

10. E-cigarettes should be classified as essential products allowing production, distribution and retail sale of e-cigarettes to continue when COVID-19 restrictions are imposed.

**Question 8: What effect do you think the regulations have had on smokers considering switching to e-cigarettes?**

**Neither agree nor disagree**

E-cigarettes remain the most popular type of support used by smokers attempting to quit smoking. The most commonly given reasons for vaping are all related to quitting or reducing smoking or maintaining smoking abstinence. The proportion of vapers who concurrently smoke (often described as dual users) continues to decline, depending on the survey, 38% to 51% of vapers in England were concurrently smoking. In 2020, 27.2% of people used a vaping product in a quit attempt in the previous 12 months. This compares with 15.5% who used NRT over the counter or on prescription (2.7%), and 4.4% who used varenicline. (McNeill et al 2021, McDermott 2020) Nearly half of a cohort of smokers over an 18 month period in the UK continued smoking while having tried to reduce harm or quit. Use of alternative nicotine products alongside smoking was associated with higher probabilities of becoming an ex-smoker. (Simonavicius et al 2020)

In time-series analyses of quarterly population trends from the Smoking Toolkit Study, changes in prevalence of e-cigarette use in England have been positively associated with the overall quit rates and quit success rate. It was estimated that this corresponded to between 50,000 to 70,000 additional people stopping smoking in England in 2017 over and above what could otherwise have been expected. (Beard et al 2020)

It is clear therefore that e-cigarettes are effective in helping smokers to switch out of smoking, but do not currently achieve their full potential, for example, only 5% of quit attempts supported by a stop smoking service use an e-cigarette. Quit rates continue to be observed to be higher when the quit attempts involve the use of vaping products, with people using a licensed medication and a vaping product one after another. (McNeill et al) An RCT of e-cigarettes compared to NRT in a stop smoking service setting also found that e-cigarettes were more effective for smoking cessation than nicotine-replacement therapy, when both products were accompanied by behavioural support. (Hajek 2019)

E-cigarettes have been demonstrated to be a highly effective quitting aid, but one that smokers need greater encouragement to use. In 2020 just under a third of smokers had never tried e-cigarettes, and for the first time since ASH started monitoring use in 2010 the number of e-cigarette users in Britain went down rather than up year-on-year, falling from 3.6 to 3.2 million, a fall of 12%. (ASH 2020)

This decline was associated with a significant increase in the misperceptions of the relative risk of smoking compared to vaping. Between implementation of the regulations in 2016 and 2019 the proportion of the adult population thinking that e-cigarettes are more or equally harmful as smoking
was stable at around 25%, with around 45% thinking they were less or a lot less harmful. However, in 2020 the proportion thinking they were more harmful jumped to 37% while the proportion thinking they were less harmful fell to 39%. The proportion of current smokers who have never tried e-cigarettes who believe they are more or equally harmful as cigarettes increased to an even greater extent by 15 percentage points between 2019 and 2020 from 27% in 2019 to 42% in 2020.

The likely driver for this change in public perception is the impact of the media coverage of an outbreak of serious lung injury to vapers in the US, called EVALI. (Tattan-Birch et al 2020) The number of hospital admissions from EVALI peaked in September 2019 and by February 2020 the US had reported 2,807 hospitalised cases and 68 deaths. The cause of this outbreak has since been identified as vitamin E acetate used to adulterate cannabis containing e-liquids the media coverage of the initial outbreak was far more prominent than the subsequent explanation or the fact that both vitamin E acetate and THC containing liquids are banned under UK rules, and the UK has not seen an outbreak of EVALI. An analysis of e-cigarette product notifications (submitted by manufacturers in line with TPD requirements) indicates that, in line with the ban, Vitamin E acetate and THC are not present in licit products on the UK market (Nyakutsikwa et al 2019).

Misperceptions of the relative harm of vaping compared with smoking are increasing among smokers, who would benefit from switching. In 2020, only 29% of smokers in England were aware that vaping is less harmful than smoking, increasing the risk of continued use of the more harmful product. There is some indication that these misperceptions are even stronger among more disadvantaged groups in the population, further supporting health inequalities. (McNeill et al 2021)

If e-cigarettes are to be used to their full potential as a quitting aid the Government needs to do more to encourage their use by smokers, by educating the public about the reduced relative risks of vaping compared to smoking.

Around 16% of current vapers said that they were using short-fill vaping products which are larger (>10ml) bottles of flavoured nicotine free liquids that leave space for a nicotine shot which is sold separately (PHE, 2021). The short fill liquid products are not subject to TRPR regulations because they do not contain nicotine. It is unclear whether the constraints on the sizes and volumes are necessary. One study indicated that several months after full implementation of TRPR awareness of the product regulations was low. Whilst most vapers used compliant products, their use was not associated with the likelihood of subsequent smoking. (Lee et al, 2019).

Health warnings, such as those implemented by the TPD, may help to prevent non-smokers from e-cigarette use, but it is possible that they may inadvertently deter smokers from initiating use and substituting their tobacco smoking for e-cigarettes use if their content is deemed too negative. (Cox et al 2018, Kimber et al 2018) Research which compared the effects of the current health warnings (“This product contains nicotine which is a highly addictive substance. [It is not recommended for non-smokers.]”) and a comparative harm message (“Use of this product is much less harmful than smoking” [COMP]) on smokers’ and non-smokers’ perceptions and behavioural intentions. The COMP message was more effective in reducing harm perceptions and increasing use intentions in smokers. That COMP did not increase use intentions in non-smokers suggest that such exposures may potentially act as an effective harm reduction tool without resulting in increased uptake among non-smokers. (Kimber et al 2019)

Recommendations:
11. Local authorities should continue to fund and provide stop smoking services and all stop smoking services should have a consistent and supportive approach to the use of vaping products as part of a quit attempt.

12. The government should fund behaviour change campaigns to address smokers’ misperceptions of the risks of vaping among smokers and encourage smokers to switch.

13. DHSC should commission more research to investigate:
   a) the impact of restrictions on the volume of cartridges and tanks and refill bottles introduced through the TRPR before deciding whether any changes should be made.
   b) how current health warnings on e-cigarettes could be revised to further encourage their use by smokers, while not increasing the appeal to youth.

**Question 9: Do you consider the restrictions on e-cigarette advertising to be an effective way to discourage young people and non-smokers from using e-cigarettes?**

*Agree*

However, there are loopholes in the law that need filling.

On the one hand public health campaigns promoting switching are being denied access to Facebook, claiming that they breach the rules (personal communication from Fresh North East) while on the other the prohibition of advertising of e-cigarettes is not being fully enforced on social media.

Paying for social media influencers through channels such as Instagram and Tik Tok to promote e-cigarettes with content which goes beyond factual information is a breach of Regulation 43 of the TRPR, and of rule 22.12 of the CAP code, (ASA ruling on BAT). However, tobacco companies are continuing to advertise in this way. (Guardian 2020, Bureau of Investigative Journalism 2021, Observer 2021, Stead et al 2021) Enforcement with such channels is extremely difficult for Trading Standards, and complaints by ASH and CTFK, subsequent to the original BAT finding, have not been followed up by the ASA. This is concerning as more than a third of 16 to 19-year-olds believed that e-cigarette marketing made vaping seem either appealing or very appealing, despite the introduction of the CAP Code Rules (22.9 - 22.11) to limit appeal to young people and children (Stead et al 2021).

**Recommendations:**

14. The DHSC together with CAP/BCAP should review the e-cigarette advertising rules to determine how the regulations could be clarified to ensure all advertising channels understand that campaigns by public health organisations promoting switching to e-cigarettes, or support for such campaigns, are not prohibited.

15. The CAP rules should specify that e-cigarette manufacturers’ and retailers’ social media profiles for their products must be limited to factual information which can only be promoted or distributed to consumers who have opted in to receive the message they contain.

16. E-cigarette adverts should be required to specify that e-cigarettes should only be used by current or former smokers as an alternative to smoking.

17. The DHSC should commission research to better understand what regulations would be most effective at limiting the appeal of e-cigarette adverts to youth. Further guidance on the use of imagery and the depiction of people in e-cigarette adverts is also needed.
Novel tobacco products

Question 10: How far do you agree or disagree that the requirements of TRPR on novel tobacco products are proportionate?

Neither agree nor disagree

There is insufficient independent evidence as yet to determine whether the requirements of the TRPR on novel tobacco products are proportionate. (COT 2017, PHE 2018)

Enforcement
Penalties and enforcement of the regulations

Question 11: Do you agree or disagree that the penalties for a breach of the regulations are an effective deterrent to ensure compliance with the regulations?

Disagree

The penalties for a breach of the regulations are necessary but not sufficient to ensure compliance particularly at retail level. For example three-quarters of 11-17 year olds reported buying their vaping products, albeit from a variety of places including buying them from friends or relatives. (McNeill et al 2021) Measures need to be put in place, as recommended below, to enable easier enforcement of current penalties, as penalties don’t act as a deterrent if they’re not enforced.

Enhanced penalties for breaking the law are supported by small retailers. ASH commissioned a survey of the views of small tobacco retailers (sample size 558) about tobacco and related regulations which found that the majority of retailers strongly agreed that the following enhanced enforcement measures could help ensure retailers don’t sell illicit tobacco or sell to underage smokers:

- 71% strongly agreed on having a tobacco licence which could be removed if retailers break the law (net agree 84%, net disagree 9%, neither agree/disagree or don’t know 7%)
- 55% strongly agreed on removal of alcohol licences from retailers who break tobacco laws (net agree 66%, net disagree 25%, neither agree/disagree or don’t know 9%)
- 65% strongly agreed on larger fines for breaking tobacco laws (net agree 77%, net disagree 16%, neither agree/disagree or don’t know 7%)
- 67% strongly agreed on strengthening of Challenge 21 and Challenge 25 schemes (net agree 78%, net disagree 14%, neither agree/disagree or don’t know 7%)
- 66% strongly agreed on more regular checks by trading standards (net agree 81%, net disagree 10%, neither agree/disagree or don’t know 9%)
- 72% strongly agreed on quicker action when offences take place (net agree 84%, net disagree 5%, neither agree/disagree or don’t know 11%)
Recommendations:

18. Powers should be given to trading standards officers to issue on the spot fines.
19. Mandatory ‘Challenge 25’ regulations should be implemented for all Age Restricted products as is the case in Scotland. Retailers in England are encouraged to implement this voluntarily, but that allows for inconsistencies which undermine its effectiveness as a compliance and enforcement tool.
20. Specific exemption from RIPA should be allowed for underage sales enforcement.
21. Powers should be given to trading standards officers to enter dwellings which are being used to store and sell illegal tobacco.
22. A mandatory public health licensing system should be implemented for tobacco retailers with bans for anyone caught making underage sales, or selling illicit tobacco.

Other question

Question 12: How far do you agree or disagree that there has been an economic impact of TRPR, either positive, negative or both?

Agree there has been a positive economic impact

By contributing to the decline of smoking prevalence, by encouraging quitting and discouraging uptake, the TRPR has a positive economic impact on society by increasing productivity and employability and contributing to Government manifesto commitments to increase healthy life years.

There are always concerns, however, about the potential for regulations to have a negative impact on small businesses, in this instance independent retailers. To address this ASH commissioned a survey of the views of small tobacco retailers about tobacco and related regulations to provide evidence for the Post Implementation Reviews on tobacco regulations introduced between 2010-2015 and for this consultation on the regulations introduced between 2015-16. The survey included asking retailers about current regulations and additional regulations ASH and others recommend be put in place by the Government.

The survey was conducted among retailers of small shops in England which sold tobacco by a market research agency (NEMS). Computer assisted telephone interviews were conducted between the 6th and 21st August 2019. Interviewees were owners or managers of these small shops. 558 retailers were interviewed, around half were convenience stores or local supermarkets, but respondents also included off-licences, newsagents, petrol stations, and tobacconists. The top line results are summarised below.

The majority of small retailers supported the existing tobacco regulations as well as increasing the age of sale to 21:

- **61% support prohibition of tobacco displays** (26% oppose, 13% neither support/oppose or don’t know)
- **52% support restrictions on display of tobacco prices** (35% oppose, 13% neither support/oppose or don’t know)
• 51% support standardised “plain” packaging of tobacco packs (36% oppose, 12% neither support/oppose or don’t know)
• 64% support minimum pack sizes for cigarettes and rolling tobacco (27% oppose, 8% neither support/oppose or don’t know)
• 72% support regulation of e-cigarette content and packaging (9% oppose, 18% neither support/oppose or don’t know)
• 84% support age of sale for e-cigarettes of 18 (7% oppose, 8% neither support/oppose or don’t know)
• 52% support increasing the age of sale for cigarettes to 21 (39% oppose, 9% neither support/oppose or don’t know)

The majority of small retailers said the current regulations had no impact on their business, either positive or negative:
• 71% said prohibition of tobacco displays had no impact (19% negative, 5% positive, 4% don’t know)
• 72% said restrictions on display of tobacco prices at point of sale had no impact (20% negative, 4% positive, 4% don’t know)
• 67% said standardised “plain” packaging of tobacco packs had no impact (24% negative, 5% positive, 3% don’t know)
• 61% said minimum pack sizes for cigarettes and rolling tobacco had no impact (24% negative, 12% positive, 3% don’t know)
• 73% said regulation of e-cigarette content and packaging had no impact (5% negative, 8% positive, 10% not applicable, 5% don’t know).

Anything else on TRPR?

Question 13: Is there anything else you would like to share on negative or positive impacts the regulations have had on topics not covered above? If so, please explain and include any evidence and research you may have to back your response.

Yes

There are loopholes in the current legislation enabling youth access in particular to nicotine products, which need to be filled.

The loophole which allows free distribution of e-cigarettes to under 18s despite sales being illegal must be closed immediately. The relevant wording in the TRPR section 38(4) currently only makes pack features offering free distribution illegal, not the distribution of free product in itself, stating “The unit pack or container pack in which an electronic cigarette or refill container is, or is intended to be, presented for retail sale may not contain any element or feature which suggests economic advantage by including printed vouchers or offering discounts, free distribution, two-for-one or other similar offers.” (TRPR 2016)

All e-liquids should be covered by the TRPR regulations, not just those containing nicotine. 0% nicotine e-liquids are not included in the regulations requiring them to be notified to the MHRA and
to meet minimum standards for safety and quality. Furthermore 0% vaping liquids can be sold legally to children, there are no limits on size and they are often sold in packaging which is particularly attractive to children. These 0% liquids are sold as “shortfills” which are specifically designed to have a 10 ml legislation compliant-nicotine shot added to them and as the examples below show, ‘free nic shots’ are often given away with the shortfill. As there are no age restrictions on nicotine products given away for free, this means that selling nicotine free shortfills with ‘free nic shots’ to underage consumers is totally legal.

For examples see (accessed 16 March 2021)
https://www.vapesuperstore.co.uk/pages/guide-to-short-fills
https://www.vapesuperstore.co.uk/collections/short-fill-e-liquids
https://vapebargains.co.uk/tag/free-nicotine-shots/

The TRPR only covers e-cigarettes and novel tobacco products, not novel nicotine products like pouches. That means that for novel nicotine products there are:

- No age of sale regulations so they can be sold to consumers of any age, as well as being handed out free.
- No standardised regulatory requirement for information on packaging to provide information to consumers.
- No controls on their advertising, promotion and sponsorship – these products are being promoted online via influencers, free samples and competitions.

For examples see (accessed 16 March 2021)
https://www.instagram.com/velo.unitedkingdom/
https://www.instagram.com/nordicspirit_uk/b

- No limits on nicotine content – some of them are very high strength, much higher than allowed by the regulations for e-cigarettes.
- No regulation of contents or ingredients – other than that required for them to conform to general product safety rules.

The regulations need to be revised to include not just nicotine pouches but any novel nicotine products, as there are other nicotine products already being heavily promoted in other markets, and this is a market which is likely to continue to evolve. For example, nicotine gum, a product called Lucy is being heavily promoted in the US.

See (accessed 16 March 2021)
This advertisement seems to be trying to convince people, who never smoked or vaped, to start using nicotine gum. : assholedesign (reddit.com)

And nicotine toothpicks are also on sale in the US:
See (accessed 16 March 2021)
nicotine toothpicks - Bing video

Since May 2016 manufacturers have been required to notify PHE of all tobacco products to be sold in the UK and MHRA of e-cigarette products to be sold in the UK via an EU system. Notification was a requirement of the TPD. However, research using the submissions data on vaping products up to October 2017 (Nyakustisikwa et al 2021) indicates that the reporting of these data is highly unstandardised. Notification of products intended for sale in Great Britain is now via a domestic
system. Standardising data collection will increase confidence in future notifications and ensure that comparative analysis of the data can be carried out.

**Recommendations:**

23. The MHRA should be required to review the notification requirements for vaping products intended for sale in Great Britain and implement a standard process for notification to enable data analysis and product comparison.

24. The TRPR regulations should be revised to:
   a) include prohibition of free samples of nicotine products;
   b) regulate all novel nicotine products which do not have a medicinal marketing authorisation, not just e-cigarettes. This should include an age of sale of 18 for all such products; and
   c) to require notification to the MHRA of 0% nicotine e-liquid in the same way as e-liquid containing nicotine.

**The Standardised Packaging of Tobacco Products Regulations 2015**

**Question 14: How far do you agree or disagree that the requirements on the packaging and labelling of tobacco products have been an effective way to protect young people from taking up smoking?**

**Agree**
The regulations have delivered the desired primary outcomes of reducing the perceived attractiveness of cigarette packs among young people, and enhancing the salience of health warnings. While the evidence to date is limited plain standardised packaging does appear to be deterring youth from taking up smoking. (Aleyan 2020, Opazo Breton et al 2018, Moodie 2019, Moodie 2021)

However, to help deliver the enhanced decline in smoking rates needed to deliver the Government’s Smokefree 2030 ambition we now need to go further, as best practice has moved on since the standardised packaging regulations were passed in 2015. A review of the regulations in place around the world in 2019 recommended the following improvements to the legislation as currently implemented in the UK, which we support. (Moodie et al 2019)

Furthermore, there is a growing body of research evidence supporting the effectiveness of what are known as ‘dissuasive cigarettes’, particularly in making cigarettes less attractive to younger adolescents and never smokers. Dissuasive cigarettes could be the same unattractive colour as tobacco packs (Pantone 448C) and carry health warnings such as *Smoking Kills*. See also answer to Q18.

An evaluation of tobacco industry activity in the UK leading up to standardised packaging (Evans-Reeves et al 2019) noted, in addition, that the tobacco industry made innovations to filters which could enhance product attractiveness, and that branding continues to be used in places visible to retailers such as multipack outers and trade magazines. We recommend reviews of (a) the role of filters in cigarettes, particularly given their environmental impact,
and (b) of whether branding visibility to retailers should be prohibited. (Evans-Reeves et al 2021, CRUK 2020)

Recommendations:

25. To enhance the protection of children the following changes to standardised packaging regulations should be implemented:
   a) A shorter sell-through period, as in Australia and New Zealand, given that tobacco companies used the extended (12-month) sell-through period granted in the UK and Norway to continue to promote their products;
   b) pack dimensions which prevent the slimmer pack formats found in the UK and France;
   c) fixed pack sizes for cigarettes and weights for rolling tobacco, as in New Zealand, to prevent tobacco companies from using pack size/weight to differentiate their brands or communicate value for money—a single fixed pack size for cigarettes and for rolling tobacco would be most effective;
   d) only straight-edged flip-top packs for cigarettes, as in Australia and New Zealand, which are more consistent with the aims of plain packaging given that rounded and bevelled-edged cigarette packs are intended to increase appeal and shoulder boxes reduce health warning salience;
   e) that the pack interior, including inner foil, be drab brown (Pantone 448C as per the outer wrapping);
   f) that the main warning text is capitalised, centred and occupies all of the available space, as in Australia and New Zealand, to ensure the most effective display of this information;
   g) a greater number of warnings in each set, a greater number of warning sets and frequent rotation, as in the UK prior to Brexit;
   h) cigarette dimensions which prevent the slimmer cigarettes found in Australia, the UK, France and Norway; and
   i) a ban on the use of colour descriptors within brand and variant names to halt existing practices, which potentially mislead consumers about product harm.

26. Furthermore DHSC should commission reviews of:
   a) the role of filters in cigarettes, and whether they should be prohibited; and
   b) whether branding visibility to retailers should be prohibited.

Question 15: How far do you agree or disagree that the requirements on the packaging and labelling of tobacco products have helped existing smokers quit?

Agree

There is evidence that implementation of Standardised Packaging legislation was associated with switching to e-cigarettes, which helped existing smokers quit. (Opazo Breton et al 2020). Further, the decline of in-store tobacco sales (cigarettes and hand rolled tobacco combined) accelerated after standardised packaging was implemented whilst illicit tobacco
did not grow and thus did not replace store sales (Hiscock, Augustin et al 2020a). Standardised packaging was introduced in the context of tax increases and prices have risen which increases motivation to quit. (Hiscock, Augustin et al 2020b)

However, the revisions to the regulations recommended in answer to Q14 are recommended here too as they will also enhance the effectiveness of the regulations in helping existing smokers quit. Additionally there is evidence to support pack inserts as an additional behaviour change intervention which will help motivate smokers to quit.

The health harms warnings on the outside of the pack help motivate smokers to think about quitting. Pack inserts on the inside could be used to provide the best advice on how to succeed, providing complementary and cost-effective support to the smoking cessation services provided by local authorities and the NHS. This is a straightforward measure requiring a simple revision of the UK’s standardised packaging legislation which currently prohibits pack inserts. Requiring the inclusion of government-mandated information about quitting in pack inserts is supported by 69% of adults in England with only 7% opposing. (YouGov 2020).

Pack inserts are:
- Easy and cheap to implement
- Targeted at current smokers
- Have already proved effective in Canada.

Canada has had a legal requirement for manufacturers to include educational material within cigarette packs since 2000. Canadian government mandated pack inserts highlight the benefits of quitting and provide tips on how to do so, and since 2012, the inserts have updated to include graphics rather than just text. Research into their impact has shown that while reading on-pack health warnings significantly decreased over time, reading inserts significantly increased, with more frequent reading of inserts associated with self-efficacy to quit, quit attempts and sustained quitting at follow-up. (Thrasher et al 2015 and 2016)

Focus group research by academics at the University of Stirling found that smokers, diverse in age, gender and social grade, supported the use of such inserts in the UK to encourage them to quit. (Moodie 2018)

**Recommendations**

27. The SPoT regulations should be revised to require manufacturers to include educational pack inserts, with the content determined by the Government.

**Question 16: SPoT regulations apply to cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco. How far do you agree or disagree that SPoT regulations should be restricted to cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco (and not other tobacco products)?**
Strongly disagree

We strongly disagree that the regulations should be restricted to cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco. The tobacco industry has introduced several innovations that exploited product exemptions (Evans-Reeves et al 2019).

- After a long term decline, sales of cigarillos are now growing: They are exempt from the all SPoT regulations except those relating to the health warning, they are relatively under-taxed compared with factory made cigarettes, and they are also exempt from the Minimum Excise tax. They have been marketed to retailers, and increasingly to smokers as close substitutes to cigarettes (e.g. by in the inclusion of filters, cigarette style tobacco, and cigarette brand names).
- In addition to menthol accessories mentioned previously, colourfully packaged slim, superslim and biodegradable papers have been introduced. Such accessories may communicate reduced harm to people or the environment, and naming products with such terms has been banned for tobacco products in TRPR legislation.
- Pipe tobacco has been marketed as hand rolled tobacco in order to circumvent minimum pack size restrictions.
- Standardised packaging for shisha tobacco should be implemented in a way that reflects the specific nature and use of the product (MacGregor Consulting Ltd 2020).

These examples illustrate that the restriction of SPoT legislation to cigarettes and hand rolled tobacco has allowed the tobacco industry to exploit loopholes and circumvent the ban. We recommend that the SPoT legislation is widened in future to cover all tobacco products and accessories. That would have the added advantage of future proofing legislation by allowing for the emergence of new tobacco products.

Recommendations:
28. SPoT regulations should be applied to all tobacco products, as is the case in Australia, which led the way on plain packaging, as well as Ireland and New Zealand.
29. SPoT regulations should also be applied to accessories which are used for smoking, including packages of rolling papers, and filters.

Pack size
The introduction of a minimum pack size of 20 cigarettes and the introduction of a minimum pack weight of 30 grams for hand rolling tobacco

Question 17: How far do you agree or disagree that the introduction of a minimum pack size or weight is an effective way to protect young people from taking up smoking?

The cost of smoking is a key factor in deterring uptake and encouraging quitting, and young people are more price sensitive than adults. Minimum pack sizes have an impact on the minimum price of the product and were associated with increase in cigarette prices. Opazo-Breton 2018, Opazo Breton 2020)
Minimum pack sizes currently do not apply to cigarillos which, in addition, are still available in colourful branded packaging attractive to young people. Cigarillo packs’ small size and their exemption from minimum excise tax halves their price compared to the cheapest packs of cigarettes increasing affordability for young people (Branston et al 2020).

**Recommendation:**

30. Fixed pack sizes should be required for cigarettes and weights for rolling tobacco, as in New Zealand, to prevent tobacco companies from using pack size/weight to differentiate their brands or communicate value for money—a single fixed pack size for cigarettes and for rolling tobacco would be most effective. (see recommendation in answer to Q14 above).

31. Fixed pack sizes should be required for all tobacco products, in particular cigarillos which are surrogate cigarettes.

**Appearance of cigarettes**

**The requirements for the appearance of cigarettes**

Cigarettes may only be white with a matt finish and any paper surrounding the end of a cigarette that is not designed to be lit may be coloured in such a way as to imitate cork. Text may be printed on the cigarette to identify the brand and variant name of the cigarette but must meet certain conditions around presentation.

**Question 18: How far do you agree or disagree that the requirements on the appearance of cigarettes are proportionate?**

**Disagree**

The current regulations do not go far enough in making cigarettes unappealing, particularly to young people. They need to be made less appealing in order to help deliver the enhanced decline in smoking rates needed to deliver the Government’s Smokefree 2030 ambition.

‘**Dissuasive cigarettes**’

There is evidence that smokers become inured to an extent to existing warnings and new techniques are needed to refresh their interest. Under consideration both in Canada, Australia and Scotland are what is known as ‘dissuasive cigarettes’ carrying health warnings. Requiring health warnings to be printed on cigarette sticks to encourage smokers to quit is supported by 68% of adults in England with only 8% opposing. (Yougov 2020).

There is a growing body of research evidence supporting their effectiveness. (Drovandi et al 2019, Gallopel-Morvan 2019, Hoek et al 2016, Moodie et al 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 2019 and in press) It would be a simple matter to put messages such as ‘Smoking Kills’ or ‘Smoking Causes Cancer’ on every cigarette stick to reinforce the message every time a smoker takes a cigarette out of the pack to light up. This would also provide the clearest warning possible to children, who are not necessarily exposed to the unappealing packaging
and on-pack warnings when they experiment, not to start. This should also be required for smoking accessories such as cigarette papers, and filters, which are used with handrolling tobacco.

Alternative colours to white could be tested to see whether colour can be used to make cigarettes even less appealing.

**Recommendation:**
32. The regulations should be revised to standardise the size of cigarettes and to require all factory made cigarettes, rolling papers and other smoking accessories to carry anti-smoking messages.

**Enforcement**

**Offences and enforcement of the regulations**
These regulations make it an offence to produce or supply tobacco products that have retail packaging that do not meet the provisions set out in the regulations, on the penalty on summary conviction would be imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months, or a fine of any amount, or both, or if convicted on indictment, would be liable to imprisonment for 2 years or a fine or both. These are enforced by Trading Standards Officers (or Environmental Health Officers in Northern Ireland).

**Question 19:** Do you agree or disagree that the penalties for a breach of the regulations are an effective deterrent to ensure compliance with the regulations?

**Disagree**
Our answer to, and recommendations for, this question are the same as those for Q11.

**Other question**

**Question 20:** How far do you agree or disagree that there has been an economic impact of SPoT, either positive, negative or both?

**Strongly agree**
By contributing to the decline of smoking prevalence, by encouraging quitting and discouraging uptake, the SPoT regulations have a positive economic impact on society by increasing productivity and employability and contributing to Government manifesto commitments to increase healthy life years.

There are always concerns, however, about the potential for regulations to have a negative impact on small businesses, in this instance independent retailers. Therefore ASH commissioned a survey of the views of small tobacco retailers about tobacco and related regulations to provide evidence for the Post Implementation Reviews on tobacco regulations introduced between 2010-2015 and for this consultation on the regulations introduced between 2015-16. In a survey of independent retailers carried out for ASH 67%
said standardised “plain” packaging of tobacco packs had no impact (24% negative, 5% positive, 3% don’t know). (NEMS 2019)

Anything else on SPoT?

Question 21: Is there anything else you would like to share on negative or positive impacts the regulations have had on topics not covered above? If so, please explain and include any evidence and research you may have to back your response.

No
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Appendix 1 Recommendations

Health text and picture warnings across tobacco products (Q1-3)
1. The regulations should be amended to increase the size of the Graphic Health Warnings to 75% on the front and 90% on the back in line with Australian regulations.
2. The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) should develop its own suite of 3 sets of 14 warnings which can be rotated in line with best practice.
3. The new images and warnings need to be developed and consumer tested on adults and teenagers before being adopted and implemented.
4. All tobacco products, and herbal cigarettes on sale in the UK, should have a combined photo and text health warning and plain, standardised packaging, as all these products cause serious harm and death to consumers.
5. Accessories which are used for smoking, including packages of rolling papers, and filters, should be regulated in the same way as tobacco products, prohibiting advertising and requiring a combined photo and text health warning and plain, standardised packaging.

Prohibition in characterising flavours, such as menthol in cigarettes and hand rolling tobacco (HRT) (Q4-5)
6. The ban on flavours should be extended to:
   a) all smoked products, in particular cigarillos which are designed to be a cigarette substitute; and
   b) smoking accessories such as filters and cards which have been designed to enable smokers to add flavour to their cigarettes.
7. All flavourings should be prohibited as additives, not just ‘characterising’ flavours to prevent the industry from using the lack of precision in this definition to circumvent the flavour ban.

Regulate electronic cigarettes and associated refill cartridges (notification of placing on the market, adverse event monitoring, product requirements, information)

Product regulations (Q6-8)
8. The DHSC should review whether e-cigarette packaging requirements could be introduced to reduce the attractiveness of e-cigarettes to youth while not undermining their appeal to adult smokers.
9. ‘Open system’ e-cigarettes should not be prohibited as this would remove from the market the type of e-cigarettes most widely used by vapers, and most effective in helping smokers switch.
10. E-cigarettes should be classified as essential products allowing production, distribution and retail sale of e-cigarettes to continue when COVID-19 restrictions are imposed.
11. Local authorities should continue to fund and provide stop smoking services and all stop smoking services should have a consistent and supportive approach to the use of vaping products as part of a quit attempt.
12. The government should fund behaviour change campaigns to address smokers misperceptions of the risks of vaping among smokers and encourage smokers to switch.
13. The government should commission more research to investigate:
   a) the impact of restrictions on the volume of cartridges and tanks and refill bottles introduced through the TRPR before deciding whether any changes should be made.
b) how current health warnings on e-cigarettes could be revised to further encourage their use by smokers, while not increasing the appeal to youth.

**E-cigarette advertising (Q9)**

14. The DHSC together with CAP/BCAP should review the e-cigarette advertising rules to determine how the regulations could be clarified to ensure all advertising channels understand that campaigns by public health organisations promoting switching to e-cigarettes, or support for such campaigns, are not prohibited.

15. The CAP rules should specify that e-cigarette manufacturers’ and retailers’ social media profiles for their products must be limited to factual information which can only be promoted or distributed to consumers who have opted in to receive the message they contain.

16. E-cigarette adverts should be required to specify that e-cigarettes should only be used by current or former smokers as an alternative to smoking.

17. The DHSC should commission research to better understand what regulations would be most effective at limiting the appeal of e-cigarette adverts to youth. Further guidance on the use of imagery and the depiction of people in e-cigarette adverts is also needed.

**Enforcement: Penalties and enforcement of the regulations (Q11 and 19)**

18. Powers should be given to trading standards officers to issue on the spot fines.

19. Mandatory ‘Challenge 25’ regulations should be implemented for all Age Restricted products as is the case in Scotland. Retailers in England are encouraged to implement this voluntarily, but that allows for inconsistencies which undermine its effectiveness as a compliance and enforcement tool.

20. Specific exemption from RIPA should be allowed for underage sales enforcement.

21. Powers should be given to trading standards officers to enter dwellings which are being used to store and sell illegal tobacco.

22. A mandatory public health licensing system should be implemented for tobacco retailers with bans for anyone caught making underage sales, or selling illicit tobacco.

**Anything else on TRPR? (Q12)**

23. The MHRA should be required to review the notification requirements for vaping products intended for sale in Great Britain and implement a standard process for notification to enable data analysis and product comparison.

24. The TRPR regulations should be revised to:
   a) include prohibition of free samples of nicotine products;
   b) regulate all novel nicotine products which do not have a medicinal marketing authorisation, not just e-cigarettes. This should include an age of sale of 18 for all such products; and
   c) to require notification to the MHRA of 0% nicotine e-liquid in the same way as e-liquid containing nicotine.

**The Standardised Packaging of Tobacco Products Regulations 2015**

25. To enhance the protection of children the following changes to standardised packaging regulations should be implemented: (Q14)
a) A shorter sell-through period, as in Australia and New Zealand, given that tobacco companies used the extended (12-month) sell-through period granted in the UK and Norway to continue to promote their products;
b) pack dimensions which prevent the slimmer pack formats found in the UK and France;
c) fixed pack sizes for cigarettes and weights for rolling tobacco, as in New Zealand, to prevent tobacco companies from using pack size/weight to differentiate their brands or communicate value for money—a single fixed pack size for cigarettes and for rolling tobacco would be most effective;
d) only straight-edged flip-top packs for cigarettes, as in Australia and New Zealand, which are more consistent with the aims of plain packaging given that rounded and bevelled-edged cigarette packs are intended to increase appeal and shoulder boxes reduce health warning salience;
e) that the pack interior, including inner foil, be drab brown (Pantone 448C as per the outer wrapping);
f) that the main warning text is capitalised, centred and occupies all of the available space, as in Australia and New Zealand, to ensure the most effective display of this information;
g) a greater number of warnings in each set, a greater number of warning sets and frequent rotation, as in the UK prior to Brexit;
h) cigarette dimensions which prevent the slimmer cigarettes found in Australia, the UK, France and Norway; and
i) a ban on the use of colour descriptors within brand and variant names to halt existing practices, which potentially mislead consumers about product harm.

26. Furthermore DHSC should commission reviews of:
   c) the role of filters in cigarettes, and whether they should be prohibited; and
   d) whether branding visibility to retailers should be prohibited.

To support adult smokers to quit (Q 15)

27. The S PoT regulations should be revised to require manufacturers to include educational pack inserts, with the content determined by the Government.

28. S PoT regulations should be applied to all tobacco products, as is the case in Australia, which led the way on plain packaging, as well as Ireland and New Zealand.

29. S PoT regulations should also be applied to accessories which are used for smoking, including packages of rolling papers, and filters.

Pack size (Q 17)

30. Fixed pack sizes for cigarettes and weights for rolling tobacco should be required, as in New Zealand, to prevent tobacco companies from using pack size/weight to differentiate their brands or communicate value for money—a single fixed pack size for cigarettes and for rolling tobacco would be most effective. (see recommendation in answer to Q14 above).

33. Fixed pack sizes should be required for all tobacco products, in particular cigarillos which are surrogate cigarettes.
Appearance of cigarettes (Q 19)

31. The regulations should be revised to standardise the size of cigarettes and to require all factory made cigarettes, rolling papers and other smoking accessories to carry anti-smoking messages.